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OMEN by HP Mouse 400
Team up with precision

Winning is a team effort,
and with the right tools
you’ll send your game, and
team, soaring to new levels.
Engineered for precision,
OMEN by HP Mouse will add
a touch of success to every
challenge the game brings
your way.

Keep up with the game
●
Stay ready for anything with Omron mechanical switches that are optimized to
give you faster response times and a liftime of 10 million clicks.
On-the-fly control
●
Make on-the-fly decisions with buttons that let you adjust everything from DPI
to polling rate —without interrupting your gameplay or opening additional
software.
Click. Right on target
●
Snipers are precise, and so are you. With an optional ‘Sniper Mode’ thumb
button function, lower DPI to 400 to increase accuracy while aiming—and
never miss a shot again.
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Featuring
Customize your accuracy
Fine tune your accuracy with a range of DPI levels from 1,600-5,000 and a new optical sensor designed to send your precision soaring.
Engineered for comfort
Ergonomic right-hand design is perfected with rubber grips providing added control and comfort.
6 buttons to customize
From thumb buttons to scroll click, 6 different buttons allow you to customize your gaming experience—so a win is always in sight.
Scroll to success
Precisely control the scroll wheel with 24 detents engineered for zooming in, weapons selection, and line-by-line scrolling
Light up your next move
Customize your mouse with your choice of LED lighting. There are 8 colors and 4 effects to choose from.
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Dimensions

Out of Package: 128 x 74 x 41 mm
Packed: 198 x 139 x 53 mm

Weight

Out of Package: 0.12 kg
Packed: 0.19 kg

Warranty

Peace-of-mind coverage: Rest easy with an HP standard two-years limited warranty.

Product color

Black

Additional information

P/N: 3ML38AA #ABB
UPC/EAN code: 192018880054

Country of Origin

China

What's in the box

Mouse;Quick start poster; Warranty documentation; Product notice; OMEN sticker
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